Daintree offers a complete portfolio of wireless controls options for a wide variety of customer situations and needs. With the ability to upgrade independent fixtures into an enterprise grade energy management solution, customers can reach their digital ceiling through lighting infrastructure today, tomorrow, or when ready for the internet of things.

Daintree EZ Connect controls a localized group of lighting fixtures for greater savings and occupant comfort. This wireless solution allows a group of adjacent fixtures to communicate with each other directly, without need for a separate gateway/cloud operating system. Each fixture has an imbedded wireless sensor; the system can be set-up (or “commissioned”) and controlled via a simple mobile phone app.

When one fixture senses a person is close by it turns the light up to 100% and tells the others nearby it has done so. The adjacent fixtures can be programmed to respond by turning themselves down to 30%, saving energy without leaving the person in an isolated pool of light in an otherwise darkened room. After the space is vacated, a time delay turns the lights off. This energy and maintenance saving solution is upgradable to Daintree Enterprise, maximizing ROI.
Daintree EZ Connect
Commissioning is Simple and Easy

Designed for a group of localized fixtures that communicate to each other via Thread. Wireless lighting controls are setup and controlled by the Daintree EZ Connect app, easily downloaded via mobile phone.